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Jeff Resnick is definitely out of his element when he and Maggie take a working vacation at a quaint Vermont inn. For most people, the chance to spend time with a beautiful woman in a romantic, isolated setting would be a plus, but the moment Jeff crosses the Sugar Maple Inn’s threshold, his sixth sense warns him that someone is about to meet a violent death. His anxiety intensifies when he travels on one of the local roads and he is nearly overwhelmed by feelings of impending doom. Ultimately, Jeff can only find respite in his brother Richard’s presence and it is only after one of the inn’s guests is murdered that Richard reluctantly becomes a third wheel on Jeff and Maggie’s trip. With their own lives at stake, Jeff, Maggie, and Richard must use all their wits and skill to bring a ruthless killer to justice. And if they don’t, one of them might just become the next victim.
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Customer Reviews
This was a special book to me in this series. I've read all the Jeff Resnick books and found them to be in a class by themselves. The paranormal theme is not far fetched, on the contrary, due to Jeff's horrendous mugging that took place months ago, his psychic abilities seem quite believable. This story begins with Jeff and Maggie being asked by Maggie's friend, Susan, to do an article on the Sugar Maple Inn. Susan and her husband Zack have put all their finances into making a go of this B&B. Located next to a ski resort they could make quite a bundle during the skiing season. The problem was getting enough paying guests to enable them to renovate the rooms beforehand. That's where the idea for this article comes in. Maggie doing the writing and arrangements of the rooms while Jeff takes all the pictures. The photography equipment costs money and Richard, Jeff's brother, was there for Jeff for that endeavor. But something doesn't seem right to Jeff. Negative vibes keep popping into his head and he decides to call on Richard for assistance. At first I was already for Jeff to be totally abandoned in this psychic world that's now a part of his life, but I was especially pleased when that was not the case. Richard not only chose to answer his brother's call for assistance but actually was communicating with Jeff on every angle of what Jeff's psychic senses were showing him. That's the special quality for me in this book. Jeff was not abandoned and his brother, Richard, proved that over and over. They worked as a team delving into the unknown as to what lie beneath the surface of Jeff's sense of urgency. Maggie also played a vital role as their relationship rose to a higher level.
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